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Clusters to get
program shifts
By Pat Collins

"sf..

A re-organization of academic and
vocational programs assigned to each
college cluster has been outlined in a
memorandum sent to all faculty from Dr.
Rodney Berg, college president.
This change, effective fall quarter, will
hopefully aid students in registration and
sharpen each individual college’s identity.
Two colleges most affected by the
shifting of course programs are Kappa
and Omega. Kappa will assume all
business-related areas while Omega picks
up theater arts and language among
others to further fill out its base on which
art forms and communications will be
stressed.

Charred wall and desk are evidence of fire in A Bldg, office. The fire was ex¬
tinguished by automatic sprinkler, but water seeped into other areas. —Photo bv A
Bail.
J ‘

Fire in A Bldg, office
causes $3,000 damage
|
I

i
j

A fire started by a burning candle
resulted in damage estimated at $3,000 in
A Bldg, during the weekend.
Authorities reported that the fire was
started by a candle left burning by English
teacher Debbie Ryel when she left her
office, 2119B, about 1:30 p.m. Friday.
It was reported that the sprinkler
system in the office went off at 6:39 a.m.
Sunday when the fire apparently began,
According to Elmer Rosin, head of
security, the fire damage was confined to

Women invited
to Friday lunches
Interested in sharing ideas on and exI periences with the realities of being a
J woman in today’s world?
: The CEW steering committee and the
'Women’s Caucus are providing an op[ portunity for women to meet informally
land have lunch together every Friday
[between 12 and 2 p.m. in K127.
Bring your own lunch and give yourself
[a chance to get together with the other
| women students, faculty and staff at CD.
I If you want more information, call Dori
I Volez at ext. 210 or the Psi College office,
|ext. 510.

Ms. Ryel’s office, but the most extensive
damage resulted from water leaking into
the ceiling tiles of the Security Office, the
warehouse, rooms 1000 and 1002, and 1A
below.
Security policemen Clarence Walters
and Gordon Kraft reported the fire after
the alarm went.
“The audible alarm went off,” said
Kraft, “and you could hear it everywhere
in the building. After the alarm went off,
our procedure is to go down to the boiler
room area and check the accentuator
panel which tells us where the fire is.”
“The sprinkler had already put the fire
out when we got there,” said Kraft. “The
Glen Ellyn Fire Department arrived and
they checked to see that the fire was out.
Then they came in with shallow water
pumps and pumped the water out.”
Many of the paper goods and books in
the bookcase in the room were damaged
and burned in the fire.
“It’s funny what things survived from
my classes,” said Ms. Ryel. “All my grade
sheets and student papers... none of them
were burned. They’re all wet but they’re
readable, so I’m waiting to see how they
look when they get dry.”
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Ted Tilton, dean of instruction,
describes the “programmatic thrust
concept” as an experimental program
growing out of a noticeable flaw in the
college cluster system as seen in the SelfStudy Review.
The Self-Study report contained results
of a student questionnaire which showed
that zero percent of all students rated the
cluster in which a class was offered as
their highest priority when preparing a
class schedule.
To combat this situation that is actually
defeating the purpose for which the small
colleges were established, a program was
conceived through meetings with the
Instruction Office, college deans, and
faculty of each college.
This program deals with each cluster
individually and specifically in outlining
their field of study that should be con¬
centrated upon.
Alpha college will continue to be the
experimental college. It will be used as a
resource for all other colleges for the
purpose of encouraging experimental
programs.
Extension college is expected to develop
satellite centers in the community from
which it can operate more effectively.
This means that some existing centers will
be dropped, but the overall effect is hoped
to be strengthening.
Delta college will center on the study of
man’s physical environment and other
related physical sciences.
Psi college will concern itself with the
public service and behavioral science
areas.
Sigma college now assumes the areas of
life sciences and health.
.Please turn lo Page 2

‘Monster’ prison size
criticized by penologist
By Dan Lassiter

“We should not pretend that prisons will
make much difference to crime rates,
because they won’t,” said Noval Morris,
author and director of the Center for
Studies in Criminal Justice.
In the third of five lectures sponsored by
CD’s Extension College at the Hinsdale
Community House, Morris Tuesday night
attacked the concept of the “monster”
prisons and offered some solutions to the
problem.
According to Morris, prisons should be
smaller with no more than 100 inmates if
they are to be dealt with decently and
humanely. Large prisons contain just as
much criminal activity within their walls
as there is on the outside, he explained.
“To pretend that we are sending
criminals to prison for their good is a
fraud,” he said. “To pretend that we can
appoint parole boards who will predict the
dates of a' criminal’s release is an
illusion.”

There are two main reasons for locking
criminals up in prisons, according to
Morris. One is the hope of marginally
deterring crime; the other is because we
don’t know of anything else that we can do
with them.
Politicians who promise quick changes
in crime rates are frauds, according to
Morris. Crime is a deep-seated social
problem that affects mostly young black
males in city areas. It affects them
because they are usually the criminals
and the victims, according to Morris.
The concept of effective large prisons is
an illusion, Morris said. There is no true
relation between conformity within the
prison and conformity within society.
Therefore, there is no reliable way to
decide when a prisoner is ready to return
to society.
“It is very hard to teach people who
don’t wish to learn,” Morris said. “We
Please turn to Page 3

GPA increases here faster than national rate
By Terry Jo Hughes

Grade point averages at CD have risen
j m°re than 20 per cent since the college
[opened, following a nation-wide trend,
[ according to Lon Gault, associate dean of
| instruction.
The average GPA increased from 2.2 on
[a four point scale in fall 1967 to 2.89 in fall
1This is slightly higher than the
I national average increase of .404 points
I reported by the Chronicle of Higher

J education.

During this period, the percentage of A
land B grades given at CD rose from 34 per
|oent to 52 per cent. The percentage of F’s
[cropped from 7 per cent in 1967 to 1 per
Tent iast quarter, while withdrawals
"Gained constant at 9 per cent..

Along with this so-called grade inflation
'ave come growing numbers of com¬
plaints that college graduates do not

Feflect the skill their grades seem to
present.

Gault says grading is left almost en¬
tirely up to the individual instructor’s
discretion. The only requirements laid
down by the faculty handbook are that
teachers must use good judgment and
fairness, he says.
Gault believes the current upward trend
began with the peak of student unrest in
the late sixties. He suggests that teachers
sympathetic to students trying to avoid the
draft began to liberalize their grading
standards. This led to a general relaxing
of policy and today’s grade-inflation.
Gault says a grade should be a teacher’s
best professional evaluation of a student’s
progress. It is one way a teacher can give
the student some feedback as to how he is
handling his work. The grade also gives
the teacher a picture of his own ef¬
fectiveness in class, he said.

James Williams, director of admissions,
says the current grade increase does not
mean students are getting any smarter.
He said scores on standard tests such as
the College Board entrance exams have
dropped since 1967 after a slight increase
in the early sixties.
Williams said he saw no need to give
anyone a failing grade. Students can with¬
draw up to the last two weeks of a quarter
with no questions asked and can withdraw
during the last two weeks with an in¬
structor’s permission.
“I don’t know of any college in Illinois
that is more liberal or student oriented in
this matter,” he said.
The rise in GPA is an offshoot of student
activism and a re-examining of traditional
grading practices, he said. Williams cited
self-grading and all-A or B grade policies
as being a major factor grade inflation.

Williams said that the current trend is
not really fair to some students.
“I feel that grades should be indicative
of students’ abilities,” he said. “It’s not
fair to the good students to give good
grades to the fair students. I think some of
our instructors are too generous. I per¬
sonally think self-grading is abominable.”
Williams thinks GPA on a national basis
will soon begin to come down.
“Everything is cyclic,” he said. Grading
will get tougher and CD will probably
follow the national movement.
Rather than grant all students in some
classes an A, Williams said it would be
more appropriate to put the class on a
satisfactory / fail system.
According to Gault, grade inflation is
one issue being studied by the college’s
Self-Study subcommittee on instruction.
He does not forsee any immediate change

in CD’s policies.
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Baby-sitting se^vieie-

UJW1T AO/

may be organized
By Sharon Jioia

Students interested in working
as baby-sitters can sign up at the
Office of Student Activities, K-134.
If there is a good response, there
is a possibility of setting up a baby¬
sitting service at CD. This would
provide an opportunity for some
students to earn money, especially
important now because the job
market is so poor, while providing
a needed service to other students,
or community residents.
People who try to get a sitter
' through the college now are either
referred to Wheaton College, or
they can have the Office of Student
Activities post a notic'e on the
bulletin board for them.
Wheaton College offers a baby¬
sitting service. To hire a student as

Cluster realignment moves

UlAnT ADZ

Continued from Page 1

Amplifier — Kustom 200 with fuzz,
boost, tremelo, reverb, 3-12!’ CTS
speakers, mint cond., $350. Call
Fritz, 354-5909.

a sitter you can call 682-5000,
Monday through Friday before 5
p.m.
The fee is $1 an hour. Students
have to be picked up and dropped
off at the school. They have to be in
by 1 a.m. on weekdays and 2 a.m.
on week-ends.

Pontiac LeMans ’68, PS, PB,
buckets, console, good cond., only
56,000 miles, $700 — offer. 323-0516.

Name 8 finalists in SARP contest
Eight finalists have been named
in the Student Achievement
Recognition Program, according
to Lucile Friedli, associate
director of Student activities. The
contest is sponsored annually by
the Continental Bank of Chicago.
The eight are Daniel Arkin, John
Goodell, Margeret Hesterman,

William Jenkins, Joseph Parker,
Donna Reisiger, Sherry Spaid and
Deborah Walker.
They will be interviewed by a
panel of community judges in¬
cluding Robert Hamline of
Western Springs, Edward J.
McKeown of Glen Ellyn and Mrs.
James M. Wall of Elmhurst.

Administrative responsibility of
these areas are as follows:
Delta:
Chemistry,
Earth
Science,
Engineering,
Geography, Mathematics,
Physics; for Kappa: Accounting,
Business, Economics, Home
Economics; for Omega: Art.
Communications, Journalism,
Language, Music, Speech, Theater
Arts.
Also for Psi: Anthropology,
History, Humanities, Philosophy,
Political Science, Psychology,
Sociology; for Sigma: Anatomy
and Physiology, Biology, Botany,
Microbiology, Physical Education
and Zoology.
The
vocational-technical
programs coordinating with the
academic duties of each college
are: Delta, Air Conditioning,
Architectural
Technology,

Building Construction, Electrical
.Technology,
Fire
Science,
Graphics,
Manufacturing
Technology and Plastics; for
Kappa:
Accounting,
Data
Processing, Fashion Design,
Finance, Food and Lodging, HotelMotel, Interior Design, Marketing,
Management,
Real
Estate,
Secretarial Science, Supermarket
Management and Transportation.
Also, for Omega: Library
Technician Assistant, Media,
Photography, Radio-TV; for Psi:
Child Care, Human Services,
Police Science, Instructional Aide,
Women’s Programs; for Sigma:
Allied Health, Environmental
Health, Long Term Care, Nursing,
Ornamental Horticulture,
Radiologic
Technology,
Recreational Leadership and
Local Government.

TRUCK LOAD

SALE!
SAVE $111!

$

249

With the Sherwood S-7200, you’re set for a lifetime of great
sound reproduction. Special features include: center-channel
tuning meter, fm muting for silent tuning, and legendary Sher¬
wood reliability. $360 list.

SAVE $91!

Save up to 50%!
Huge savings on all our used gear and many demos.
Take your pick of receivers, turntables, speakers, amps,
tape decks, and more. Hurry! The selection is limited!

SAVE $37!
Until recently, many a smart
shopper invested $100 in the
Pioneer PL-10 turntable they got synchronous motor,
belt drive, and light-tracking
tonearm. Now all that is
yours for lots less-and base
and dust cover are included,
too.

Save on Tape and Tape Gear!

Somebody will be lucky enough to buy a Pioneer SX-626 re¬
ceiver during this sale, so why not let that be you? Has switching
for three sets of speakers, very low distortion, and handsome
Pioneer styling. $340 list.

69

SAVE $71!

The Sansui 350A makes a truly superior first receiver. It will
produce years of clear, strong music, and it has most of the
features and flexibility you’re likely to ever want. $220 list.

SAVE $191!

SAVE $81!

SAVE $51!

If you’d like to have your stereo cake and eat at the quad table,
too—then the Kenwood KR-6340 is your solution. Its “strappable” design makes it operate efficiently either way. It’s also
very flexible, with built-in SQ decoder and space for an optional
CD-4 decoder. $490 list.

SAVE $181!

*99,

ESS amt-5 speaker, $189 list, save $70. . . . .
Dynaco A-25 speaker, $93 list, save $48 . . .
Decibel Acoustics dB/A 100 speaker, $99 list,

$119ea
. $55ea

.

Truck'in Times:
Th & Fri: 11am - 9pm
Saturday: 10am-6pm

REGULAR STORE
HOURS:
Mon, Tues, Thur &
Fri:
11am-9pm
Wednesday:
11am - 6pm
Saturdays:
10am - 6pm
Sundays: Gosed

Sansui QR-1500 receiver, $250 list, save $61.'• - • $189
Sansui QR-500 receiver, $200 list, save $51 .$149
©1975, Midwest Hifi

All items subject to prior sale.

save$710
$1.40
**

Maxell Ultra-Dynamic Cassettes
improve the frequency response
of most cassette machines, and
they do it with better output,
too. C-60 cassettes (and reel
tape, below) on sale with this
ad only. $3.50 list.

Maxell UD35-7 reel tape, $8.70 list, save $3.30 . . .$5.40
Analog PQ C-90 cassettes, $2.80 list, save $1.81 . . . .99^
Analog HD C-90 cassettes, $3.65 list, save $2.50. . $1.15
TDK D-series cassettes . Buy One, Get Second for 'A Price

$34

Pioneer SE-405 stereophones not
only sound great, they’re very
convenient, with separate volume
controls for each ear.
You’ll
appreciate our price, too! $45 list.

SAVE $11!

Nordmende Sterling Model 90 stereophones, $15 list . $4
Sennheiser HD414 stereophones, $46 list, save $18 . $28

$49ea

Addison Store Only!
608 W. Lake St. (US 20)

Total quad capabilities are yours with the Pioneer QX-646.
CD-4 discrete, SQ, and Regular Matrix are all yours with the
flip of a switch. And the sound? Hear it and believe. $500 list.

SAVE $71!

Save on Stereophones!

From the years of Electro-Voice
experience conies the efficient,
clean-sounding, economical EVC312.
It’s a full-size three-way,
with 12” woofer and cone tweeter.
Looks good, too, with striking
dark grille.. $180 list each.

save $50

$229

Akai CR81D eight-track deck, $210 list, save $51
. $159
TEAC A 2340 reel deck, $889.50 list, save $160. $739.50

The world’s largest maker of spea¬
ker drivers also happens to make
a very good two-way bookshelf
speaker. That would be the Pio¬
neer Project 100B, with 10-inch
woofer and distinctive curved grille.
$120 list each.

Save on Quad Electronics, Too!

A solid reel to reel tape deck like
the Akai 4000DS will give you
years of trouble-free recording.
It’s convenient, has all the flexi¬
bility you’re likely to ever need,
and sounds great.
$300 list.

Pioneer PL-12D tt, base, cover; $120 list, save $31 . $89
Dual 1229 turntable, $260 list, save $82.. .$178
PE 3015 turntable, $150 list, save $61..
$89
Shure M91ED cartridge, $55 list, save $38
.$17
Empire 999QE/X cartridge, $50 list, save $36
. . . $14

Save on Speakers!

Sansui AU-7500 amp, $340 list, save $121
. ..$219
Scott R33s receiver, $280 list, save $81
$199
Scott 387B receiver, $380 list, save $122.$258
Scott 377B receiver, $340 list, save $112 ... ..$228

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday,
Feb. 20-21-22. Only at our Addison
store, 608 W. Lake Street (U.S. 20).
Open tonight and Friday 'til 9pm.

Demo and Used Sale!

Save on Turntables!
Save on Stereo Electronics!

3Days Only!

Midwes
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Criticizes

Coffee catering
prices defended

‘monster’ size
of prisons

Delta College presents

A Jamaican Holiday
to Montego Bay

Continued from Page 1
Politicians who promise quick
changes in crime rates are frauds,
according to Morris. Crime is a
deep-seated social problem that
affects mostly young black males
in city areas. It affects them
because they are usually the
criminals and the victims, ac¬
cording to Morris.
The concept of effective large
prisons is an illusion, Morris said.
There is no true relation between
conformity within the prison and
conformity
within
society.
Therefore, there is no reliable way
to decide when a prisoner is ready
to return to society.
“It is very hard to teach people
who don’t wish to learn,” Morris
said. “We must recognize that we
do let them out, and that it might
be sensible to let those who wish to
change themselves be helped to do
so.”
He noted that out of 100 crimes,
50 are reported and recorded. Out
of those 50, 10 arrests are made,
three criminals are convicted and
1.5 do prison terms.
Morris said that money and
support of criminal justice would
help the problem. People have a
high tolerance to crime rates, and
when it comes to contributing
more money for criminal reform,
they would rather put up with
conditions the way they are.
Police capacity to bring crimes
to trial is on the decrease, ac¬
cording to Morris. Homicides are
doubling, and hand gun homicides
are increasing four-fold.
“I think that there is nothing to
be done about the matter except to
be serious about prisons,” said
Morris. “That is, to recognize that
it is important to us that this great
power that we exercise over others
be exercised decently, and
humanely . .

Sell it. . .
with a Courier
Want Ad!

Food services is trying to
provide campus organizations
with the best service possible at
the price they want to pay, said
Ernie Gibson, director of the
Campus Center, in an informal
meeting Tuesday afternoon.
“We are not going to rip anybody
off,” he said.

Jim Croce tape
to be shown
next week
Student Activities will present a
free video tape showing of the late
Jim Croce’s greatest per¬
formances all next week.
The tape will be shown Monday
and Friday in the Campus Center
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday’s
showing will be in the Psi lounge in
M Bldg., with the time to be an¬
nounced.
Kappa lounge, M-139, will show
the tape from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Wednesday and Delta, A-1014, will
have it from 5 p.m. till 9 p.m.
Delta will retain the film on
Thursday, 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. The
tape may be available for
classroom use. For further in¬
formation call ext. 241-242.

Lyric Quartet
to play Feb. 28
The Lyric Arts Quartet, con¬
sisting of players from the Chicago
Symphony and Lyric Opera Or¬
chestras, will play two minicon¬
certs here Friday, Feb. 28. Ad¬
mission is free.
From 8:30 until 9:20 a.m. the
group will play in N53. From 11
until 11:50 a.m. the group will play
in A1002.
The program will include
selections from Beethoven’s
Quartet, opus 59 No. 3, The Men¬
delssohn String Quartet opus 44
No. 2 and the Mozart Viola Quintet.
Israeli violinst Solomonov Remi
will be guest artist with the group.

BJslyKroch’s
Brentano’s

/--

CHEMISTRY
Volume II

Gibson was responding to
charges of excessive costs for food
services catering, as published
last week in the Courier.
Jeff Spiroff of food services said
there are many factors to be
considered in the cost of catering.
He said that although the price
quoted in food services booklet for
100 cup coffee service breaks down
to 35 cents per cup, there is always
more coffee included in the price
than stated in the accommodations
description.
Spiroff said labor costs for
preparing the coffee, delivery, set¬
up, and clean-up operations must
be considered. This often entails
three or four hours for two
workers, he said. There are also
extra charges for such items as
table cloths, silver service, and
any special preparations.
Spiroff denied that food services
charges a flat rate of $9.60 for a
case of pop. He said this is the cost
delivered with cups and ice. If
someone wanted to pick it up, he
said the charge would be $6.
Spiroff said he is very willing to
work with organizations to fit food
service to their budgets. He said he
often varies a menu to reduce
costs.
Gibson said there is no truth to
the rumor that high catering
prices are charged to compensate
for free coffee service to ad¬
ministrative offices. He said each
office is billed monthly for any
coffee it gets from food services.
His own office’s bill averages $30
to $40 per month, he said.
Gibson also said organizations
don't really get lower prices from
outside services. The prices that
are quoted do not include delivery
or services, which is a substantial
part of food services costs, he said.
Gibson said food services will re¬
examine its cost structure as a
result of the charges. “If it’s not
what people want,” he said,
“we’re not going to do it.”
He said anyone sending in a
requisition for food will be con¬
tacted about the price of services
he wants before any 'action is
taken.

Texas
Instruments

...FOR THE
STUDENT WHO’S
BEHIND IN...

ALGEBRA... GERMAN
...ECONOMICS... BOTANY
...BIOLOGY... FRENCH
...ENGLISH... PHYSICS
...CHEMISTRY
.-.AND MANY OTHER SUBJECTS
Great for review . perfect
to help you catch up fast.
Programmed format kfeeps you
from wasting time . lets you
concentrate on areas where
you need the most help.

CLIFFS KEYNOTE REVIEWS

Kroch’s 8- Brentano’s
THE FULL SERVICE BOOKSTORES®

1500
2500
2550
SR 10
SRll
SR 16
SR50
SR51

$44.95
$39.95
$49.95
$49.95
$59.95
$89.95
$114.95
$224.95

New models
SR16 and SR51
now in stock

Phone Barry at 964-9122
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-5

29 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, llllnole 60603 • DEarborn 2-7500
BRANCH STORES: 516 N. Michigan Ave. • 62 E. Randolph SL <'16
1723 Sharman Ave.. Evanston • 1028 Lake SI.. Oak Park • Nodh Mill O« Orchard
Oakbrook Center • Evergreen Plaza • River Oaks • Lincoln Mall •
Cehle
Hawthorn Center • The Mall at CherryVale (Rockford) • Woodtield Mall

Hampton Electronics
313 Ogdon
Downors Grovo

8 days / 7 nights in a private villa
with all the luxuries

Trip Includes:
Round Trip Air Fare with
meals, cocktails on our
own North Central DC-9
charter from Chicago.
Deluxe private villas,
each with private bath,
swimming pool, full
living
room,
dining
room, veranda, 3 to 4
bedrooms, a cook, maid,
and gardener to each.
Tennis court on grounds.

Use of U-Drive car with
unlimited mileage for 6
days (4 persons to car

All villas are located on
or overlook an 18-hole
championship
golf
course — never a crowd.

Skin
diving,
water
skiing, fishing, sailing —
just minutes away!

Make Reservations Now!
Limited seats available at this prime time

For information, contact
Jerry Morris, Room A1016B
Ext. 621 or 625

Complete Price
$409.00
Mar. 22-29

(Deposit of $50.00 required)

You've
been there..
Now you can
help (hem.
They've got a long way to
go. In a world that isn't easy.
But with someone's help,
they'll make it. What they need
is a friend. Someone to act as
confidant and guide. Perhaps,
it could be you as a Salesian
Priest or Brother.
The Salesians of St. John
Bosco were founded in 1859 to
serve youth. Unlike other orders whose apostolate has changed
with varying conditions, the Salesians always have been — and
will be, youth oriented. Today we're helping to prepare young¬
sters for the world that awaits them tomorrow. Not an easy
task but one which we welcome.
And how do we go about it? By following the precepts of
our founder, Don Bosco. To crowd out evil with reason, religion
and kindness with a method of play, learn and pray. We're
trying to build better communities by helping to create better men.
As a Salesian, you are guaranteed the chance to help
the young in a wide range of endeavor... as guidance counsel¬
ors, technical and academic teachers, as coaches,
psychologists ... in boys clubs, summer camps ... as mission¬
aries. And you are given the kind of training you need to
achieve your aims.
The Salesian family is a large one (we are the third largest
order) but a warm one. A community with an enthusiastic family
feeling where not only our talents are shared but our short¬
comings, too. If you feel as we do, that service to youth can be
an important mission in your life, we welcome your interest.

I
I
I
I
I
I

For more information about Salesian Priests and
Brothers, mail this coupon to:

Father Joseph Maffei, S.D.B.

Room B-

Salesians

• OF ST. JOHN BOSCO
| Box 639, New Rochelle, N.Y-10802

I am interested in the Priesthood □

Name.

Brotherhood □

- Age-

Street Address.
City_
Phone._
Education.
Your Current Job-

. State.

-Zip-

I
I
I

I
I
I
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Editorial offices are in the Barn.
Telephone 858-2800, ext. 379 or 229.

Self-Study sets
priorities for action
By Margaret Yntema

) P calph was hung-up on Sue Ann,
C\ v~V a cheerleader type.
But Sue Ann was heavy on Chetrlno
and boeXra* -hence--- no time for
Ralphs-—-

College income
It is tuition time again.
Up to four times a year we go up to the little window and exchange
our hard earned cash for a computer printout. The next problem is
how to get our money’s worth out of this or that teacher. After all we
are paying for this school, or are we? Actually we’re only pavine a
small part.

- SueAnti ch*c» for CLIFFS
H the scene with‘Ralph- • •

Ken J. Kolbet, College of DuPage controller, explained where the
money to run CD comes from. As you can see from the graph above
only about $1 out of four comes from student tuition and fees. The state
gives about $2 out of four. Most of the rest is made up of local taxes.

ROTC pays off;

“We built the
worlds largest
car insurance
company on
low rates
and good
service..'.'
Drop by or give me a call.
You’ll find a world of
difference with State Farm.
Paul E. Schuwerk, Jr.
O N. 684 Gary Ave.
Wheaton, Illinois 60187
665 3135

Like a good
neighbor,
State Farm
is there.

STATE FARM

STATE FARM MUTUAL
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY
Home Office Bloomington, Illinois

College of DuPage
Pop Concert Comir littee presents

irniuDDs? mmm/

3

The Self-Study Review board,
which has been reviewing reports
from all of the groups that make up
the College, has already decided
that two issues have top priority.
They are the revision of the
statement of CD’s philosophy and
the re-evaluation of the cluster
system.
Dr. Rodney Berg, college
president, Wednesday, told an AllCollege audience that work has
already been started on both of
these things.
He said the two Board of
Trustees members, Rosemary
Ziska and Wendell Wood, will lead
a task force which will study the
problems connected with the
statement of college philosophy.
The cluster system, he said, is in
a state of confusion. Since its
creation four years ago, it has not
brought about the “community
atmosphere” it was designed to
bring about. He also said that there
have been faculty complaints
about the lack of academic
organization.
Berg said a memorandum to all
faculty members earlier this week

*° earn $3,800 Artist-in-residence

The ROTC Department at
Northern Illinois University
reports that up to $3,800 is
available to College of DuPage
graduates that elect to enroll in
ROTC at Northern.
DuPage can award three ROTC
scholarships to students enrolling
in Army ROTC at one of the four
state schools hosting the program.
However, the big payoff is the $100
per month (tax free) payment
made to all juniors and seniors
enrolled in ROTC.
Lt. Col. Bob Berry, professor of
military science at Northern,
explained that many students shy
away from ROTC because of the
two-year service obligation after
graduation.
Interested students should
contact Col. Bob Berry, Military
Science Department, Northern
Illinois University, DeKalb,
Illinois, 60115.

plans A Bldg, mural
By Dan Lassiter
Mark
Rogovin,
Chicago
muralist, will be the Artist-inResidence here Feb. 24 to March 14
and supervise creating a mural in
A Bldg.
“Some of the research for the
mural has been done already,” he
said. “Some of it is coming directly
from the library and the ar¬
chives.”
“A lot of it has to do with the
students. This is not a project
where I’m coming in and saying
it’s going to be this, this, and this.
It’s an attempt to work with
students. And we will talk out the
history, and at the same time I
would like students in the class to

College of DuPage Student Activities
presents

Daytona Beach, Florida
Departing March 21 - Returning March 29, 1975
Package Includes:
Round-Trip transportation via
Deluxe Air-Conditioned Motor Coach
• All taxes, tips and service charges
• Plenty of Sun and Fun
• Services of a Travel Services International
Representative in Florida

i Cassie Siua
February 22 8 p.m.

♦Deluxe Accommodations at the Silver Beach
Hotel in Daytona Beach
For information call: K 134 Ext. 241 - 242

College of DuPage Campus Center
C/D Students $3.50
General Admission $4.00

Tickets available at K 134, Johnny B. Goode,
Stereoland, and North Central College

will fix administrative respon¬
sibility for certain disciplines with
specific clusters. At the same
time, each cluster would continue
to offer general education courses.
In this way, Berg said, a
business student, for example,
would be able to take all of his
special business courses and all of
his general education courses in
one of the clusters, instead of
taking courses “here and there.”
Berg emphasized that this would
be mainly an administrative
improvement and that it would not
affect the mobility of the in¬
structors.
Berg also said that the in¬
struction report is still missing and
that work on it is being en¬
couraged, so that the review
committee can see it as soon as
possible.
Berg also said that the Board of
Trustees has authorized funds for
an outside consultant to study the
cluster system and to recommend
ways in which it can be changed.
He said that, so far, the con¬
sultant has not yet been chosen and
that no decision concerning his
specific duties has been made.

Only

$159

work out designs for their projects
in other sections around the
school.”’
How is Rogovin going to Coor¬
dinate the project?
“The first week we will build the
panel, we will discuss the theme
and hopefully by the end of the
week begin some sketches. The
second week we will complete
sketches, get the drawings solid
and by the end of that week start
painting. The last week we will
finish painting.”
Rogovin is hoping that his class
and project will be successful. He
said that he would be happy to
come back when the weather is
nice to paint a mural on the outside
of A Bldg.
Bom in Buffalo, N.Y. Rogovin
came to Chicago in
1968
specificaUy to get a masters
degree from the Art Institute.
In 1967 and 1968 he worked under
the Mexican muralist David Alfaro
Siqueiros on the largest mural in
the world, “March of Humanity.”
According to Rogovin, Siqueiros is
the last of the three great Mexican
muralists. Rogovin was only one of
the 50 assistants on the 10-year
project
“The main influence that he had
on me was the weaving together of
theme and the esthetics ... the
esthetics and content,” Rogovin
said. “I guess that I developed a
certain amount of thrust or
movement in my murals which I
learned from him.”
Rogovin also has dealt in the oil
medium, and with photography,
but murals are really what he
enjoys painting.
“I chose murals because I
wanted a public vehicle both to
express my esthetic interests and
my political ideology,” said
Rogovin. “I want to confront
people with issues, and so this is
the way ... to be within an en¬
vironment that people pass
through, where they live or where
they work, or where they go to
school. This is where I want to
paint.”
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Steve Baker emitting the mellow sounds from his saxophone that
will fill the Convocation Center. Steve is worthy edition to an excellent
brass section.

55 cents in vending

John Lewellen, above, and Jim Baumann, below, get the brass in gear as the CD Jazz Ensemble
begins final preparation for its concert Sunday at 8:15 p.m. The group has been rehearsing dailv to
gel any flaws out of their act and to insure their normal success.

Jazz band
to swing it
Sunday night

The above sandwich sells for 55 cents when bought from the vending
machines. The same sandwich, below, costs an additional 30 cents
when purchased through the cafeteria line. Both items are identical in
weight, contents and manufacturer. Discrepancies such as this are
causing the Food Service department to take another look at the
feasibility of selling such items.

85 cents in cafeteria

ROAST BEEF
POOR BOY
DAGWOQO
HAM & CHEE!

"Dixieland, big band and a
touch of rock," is the way
Robert Marshall, College of
DuPage
band
director,
describes the upcoming concert
Sunday, Feb. 23, featuring the
college's Jazz Ensemble.
The concert, to be held at 8:15
p.m. in the Convocation Center,
will feature the 25-man group
performing such numbers as
"The Man I Love," "South
Rampart Street Parade," "Get
It On," and a West Coast
concert-type
arrangement
called "Reflections."
In addition to the regular
Jazz Ensemble, there will be a
Latin-American percussion
section as well as an electric
piano. Performing solos in the
concert will be Jim Baumann,
Jim Roubal and John Davis
from Lombard; John Deffner,
Lisle; Larry Rajeck, Glen
Ellyn; Tom Crosh, Elmhurst;
Reid
Schaefer,
Downers
Grove; and Larry Colletti,
Bloomingdale.

Photos by Dave Gray

Appearing this weekend:

Central Standard ‘Qrass
Super Free Movies
every Monday and Tuesday
Larry Colletti bears down to
keep the beat as he beats the skins
on his bongos.

Offer Roosevelt scholarships
Scholar awards of full tuition to
Roosevelt University for the up¬
coming ’75-76 school year are
being offered, based on both
financial need and academic
Performance. Students who are not
yet sophomores here may be asked
by Roosevelt University to take a
separate entrance exam.
Interested students should
compete and submit an ISSC
Monetary Award Application in
advance
of
the
Roosevelt
University Scholar Sward Ap¬

plication and Application for
Undergraduate Admission at
Roosevelt University. These may
be obtained at the Student
Financial Aid Office, K149. Action
will be deferred on your scholar
award application until your ad¬
mission to Roosevelt has been
approved. The deadline is March
15.
Questions about the Scholar
award program may be directed to
Lily Rose, assistant dean of
students at Roosevelt University.
She may be reached at 341-3515.

AQUA GEAR
SCUBA CENTER
AIR-EQUIPMENT-LESSONS
PENNSYLVANIA AND MAIN
IN SCHOCKSQUARE
GLEN ELLYN, ILLINOIS

from 5:30 p.m. to midnight
Feb. 24 ond 25:
James Mason as the super-spy Cicero in
six digits minus one.
This Week’s Movie Puzzle:
James Cagney has unlucky regrets for
his girlfriend Madeline.

* One free beer to the first ten to
solve the puzzle each week.

STORE HOURS

MON. . FRI. 6 P.M. - 9 P.M.
SAT. 12 NOON - 6 P.M.
H. M. ASHPOLE

The BIG BANJO
425 Roosevelt Rd., Glen Ellyn
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JAPANESE KARATE &
SELF-DEFENSE CLASSES

•Low Rates, No Contracts
•All-Girls Class Monday nites
•Visitors Welcome
•Start anytime
• Young Japanese teacher,
Miyuki Miura

OYAMA KARATE SCHOOL
482 Spring Rd., Elmhurst
• Call or Write for free Brochure

833-7299

OUTWARD BOUND?
Do you yearn for open space,
clean water, and clean air?
Some of your Student
Activities money has been
used to purchase high-quality
canoeing, backpacking, and
cross-country
skiing
equipment. The equipment
can be checked out by any
faculty member or student at
the N4 games room, between
the hours of 10 a.m. and 2
p.m. Monday through Friday.
A very small maintenance
charge is made.
The following equipment is
available: cross-country skis
(Feb. 1), canoes, lightweight
"North Face" 2-man and 3man tents, Kelty and EMS
backpacks, "ensolite" in¬
sulated foam sleeping pads,
fuel
bottles,
aluminum
cooking
pots,
ponchos,
compasses, and "Gerry"
mini camping stoves.

‘Look Back’ stuns audience
By James Walsh
The baring of the human soul
can be a horrendous though in¬
triguing sight to behold on stage,
and the College of DuPage players
give an example par excellence in
their presentation of the John
Osborne drama “Look Back in
Anger”.
The play, which is to run through
Feb. 22, is the story of the deferred
dreams and the frustrated hopes of
a young couple living in an attic
apartment in
contemporary
England. The basic theme of the
story is one of hate, and the
distraction it wreaks on human
relationships.
Craig Berger is caustic and
relentlessly savage in his por¬
trayal of Jimmy Porter who
constantly “looks back in anger”
on a past that might have been.
Susan Lorenzo is equally well
versed as his ineffectual wife
Alison who sees no future, could
care less about the past, and lives

in a world of fantasy.
about there being “not a dry eye in
This fantasy world, in which she the house’* during Saturday night’s
envisions herself as a “furry performance could be rated an
squirrel” and her husband as a understatement.
“big gruff bear,” is rudely shat¬
tered by the reality of her
pregnancy and her husband’s
At the end of the play the
increasing hostility toward her audience sat in stunned silence
ineffectuality.
save for a few applauses and some
hushed whispers. A play that can
Cliff Lewis, played by John evoke such a response from an
Reiger, is Jimmy’s live-in friend audience shows more depth than
who at first tries to reconcile the most college productions and those
couple but soon becomes as who were involved in this
complacent as they and finally production are to be congratulated
gives up.
on their effort.
The turmoil is further stirred by
the arrival of Alison’s best friend,
one Helena Charles, played by
Elizabeth Soukup, who unwittingly
becomes the catalyst that breaks
up the marriage and ultimately
falls in love with Jimmy.
By just summarizing the plot
you can guess that this play packs
a powerful wallop. The old saying

Thus, Look Back in Anger, is a
play of rare power and presents a
painfully honest picture of a
common ill in marriage, namely
frustration, and the way it works in
destroying a relationship. In short
it is a play that is too good to miss
and slightly painful to watch. But
watch it anyway; it won’t be a
disappointment.

Hewlett-Packard introduces
a smaller uncompromising
calculator: the HP-21Scientific.

Now $125.00 buys:
More power than our HP-35. 32 pre-pro¬
grammed functions and operations vs. 22 for
our HP-35. The HP-21 performs all log and
trig functions, the latter in radians or degrees.
It’s our only calculator short of the HP-45 that
lets you:
• convert polar to rectangular coordinates, and
back again (->P,->R);
• do full register arithmetic (M + , M—, MX,

M-S-);
• calculate a common antilog (10X) with a
single keystroke.
The HP-21 also performs all basic data
manipulations (1/x, yx, Vn ”’) ar)d executes
all pre-programmed functions in one second or
less. In sum, it’s designed to solve tomorrow’s
problems as well as today’s.
Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces for our

HP-35.
Full display formatting. The display key (DSP)
lets you choose between fixed decimal and
scientific notation and lets you control the num-

ber of places displayed. (The HP-21 always
uses all 10 digits internally.)
If a number is too large or small for fixed
decimal display, the HP-21 switches automati¬
cally to scientific. It never confuses a smaller
number with zero.
Finally, if you give the HP-21 an impossible
instruction, the Display spells E-r-r-o-r.
RPN logic system. Here’s what this unique
logic system means for you:
. You can evaluate any expression without
copying parentheses, worrying about hierar¬
chies or re-structuring beforehand.
. You can solve all problems your way—the
way you now use when you use a slide rule.
. You solve all problems—no matter how com¬
plex—one step at a time. You never work
with more than two numbers at once.
• You see all intermediate answers immediately.
The HP-21 executes each function immediately after you press the function key.
You can easily backtrack when you err. The
HP-21 performs all operations sequentially.

• You can re-use numbers without re-entering
them. The HP-21 becomes your scratch pad.
H-P quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel
Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Ever¬
est, America’s Cup navigators and over 500,000
other professionals own H-P calculators.
Your bookstore will give you a demonstra¬
tion today. Challenge our new HP-21 with
your problems. See for yourself how much per¬
formance $125.00* can buy. If your bookstore
doesn’t have the HP-21 yet, call us at 800538-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862) for the
name of a dealer who does:

HEWLETT

PACKARD

Sales and service from 17Q offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 658, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014

•Suggested retail price excluding applicable state and local taxes—
Continental U S A., Alaska & Hawaii.

Coach Brown’s cagers
keep perfect (0-9) record
Bv DAn
By
Dan VoitanW
Veit and
Klaus Wolff
A game-ending scoring drought
which lasted six minutes cost the
Chapettes a chance to break into
the win column for the first time
this season as they bowed to
Illinois Benedictine 5243 Tuesday
night.
Earlier, in the week they were
swamped by Wright 66-39.
Despite losing both games, there
were several bright spots in both
games as improvements showed in
several areas. But losses are
caused by mistakes and the

m_^
,
....
• Chapettes also made quite a few of
these.
First for the good points!
The DuPage center, Linda
Roberts, finally played the game
she is capable of playing every
game. Roberts scored 19 points in
the Wright game and 20 points in
the Illinois Benedictine game. This
means she scored 39 of the 82
points which the Chapettes scored.
Other scoring leaders in the two
games were Lee O’Brien with 12
and Nancy Beresky, who also had
12 in the Illinois Benedictine game.
They also showed their ability to

Cindy Smith (42), Gail Stubbs (54), Linda Roberts (52) and Lori
Condie (40) vying with Wright contenders for a rebound. —Photo by
Scolt Burket.

Preview to regionals
By Dave Heun
What some coaches, players and
fans call the “real season” is right
around the corner.
The “real season” I am
referring to is, of course, the
Illinois junior college state
basketball tournament.
The Chaps will enter this tourney
as the defending champs and will
sport a 19-7 or 20-6 record,
depending on tonight’s outcome in
Elgin.
However, they cannot be rated
as the tourney’s favorites. This is
nothing new. Last year’s team
wasn’t expected to win either.
It will be a new experience for
the entire Chaparral squad, with
the exception of the only
sophomore, Dave Bleigh.
For this reason the Chaps will
have to fight extra hard in their
sectional games in Kishwaukee,
Tuesday, Feb. 25.
The Chaps have the no. 1 defense
in the state working for them. They
also have a solid starting five and
an adequate bench that sometimes
displays brilliant reserve strength.
However, the Chaps are only
freshmen, and haven’t had all that
experience.
Occasionally a strange trance
:'°mes over the team, mostly
luring road games, that slows
hem down and allows them to get
■lobbered on occasion.
It seems like this trance comes
h'er them when they fall behind
heir opponents by 15 points or

more. If they get behind by this
margin early in the game, thencome-back efforts have been
futile.
Of grave importance will be the
performances of Larry Rogowski
and Bob Folkerts.
When the Chaps get in trouble,
it’s usually because Rogowski or
Folkerts are having off nights or
are in foul trouble.
Rogowski is a floor leader,
setting plays up, making the im¬
portant passes, and pulling the
defense out with long jumpers.
Folkerts is the middle of the Chaps
tough defense. If he’s getting beat
in close to the hoop, the opponents
will attack the Chaps there with
much success.
The first stepping stones, or
stumbling blocks to the top are
Kankakee, Joliet, Waubonsee or
Kishwaukee.
The Chaps will meet Kankakee
Tuesday, Feb. 25, at 6 p.m.
If they can get by that tough
Kankakee squad, and that won’t be
easy, they will face either Joliet,
Waubonsee or Kishwaukee. Who
they will face will depend on which
of those three teams survive their
games.
Waubonsee and Kishwaukee
meet Monday, Feb. 24, and the
winner faces Joliet right after the
Chaps game with Kankakee
The two winners of those
Tuesday night games will meet
Thursday, Feb. 27, at 7:30 p.m.

come back as they brought the
score from 8-0 to 15-3 on Roberts
11 points and Lori Condie’s two
points. In the game against IBC
DuPage and IBC exchanged the
lead three times. DuPage led the
game at half-time for the first time
in the season at 24-23. In the second
half CD accomplished two other
firsts, as they had two four-point
leads at 29-25 and 37-33.
And now we come to the bad
points.
It seems every time the
Chapettes get the lead or come
close to doing so they seem to have
a scoring drought.
Against Wright, they pulled to
within 15-13 but in the last six
minutes of the first half were
outscored 14-2 to bring the score to
36-19 at the half. The play of Cindy
Smith, O’Brien, and Roberts then
pulled them within nine points at
36-27. The Chapettes then fell
totally apart, being outscored 30-12
to make the final 66-39.
Against IBC, they were outscored 9-2 in the final six minutes
to make the score 52-43 instead of
the 43-41 it had been.
Reasons which lead to these
losses are turnovers, Roberts
getting into foul trouble and no
more than two people being to
score consistently in a game.
Then there is the question of
Coach Brown, who as a coach runs
a loose ship.
This psychological ploy is known
as Theory Y, where you try to
become one of the gang while still
trying to maintain your bossemployee relationship.
We concur that unless the coach
starts running a tighter ship or
that unless the girls decide to play
a consistently disciplined game
throughout that they will be in a lot
of trouble in the Wheaton sec¬
tionals to be held this Friday and
Saturday. Friday they play at 2:30
p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
If your interests lie in being
entertained and you don’t care
about the outcome, then this is the
event for you.
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Missy Leppert, Kristi Dieter and Sue Young, left to right, displaying
third place trophy they won in Northwest sectionals.

3 women gymnasts
qualify for state
The Chapettes gymnastic team
finished third in the Northwest
Sectionals held at Kishwaukee this
past Saturday with 74.94 points.
George Williams and Northern
Illinois finished ahead of CD, while
Wheaton finished fourth. All three
were four year schools, who also
have excellent facilities and
adequate practice time. DuPage
doesn’t.
Despite this fact, Kristi Dieter,
Missy Leppert and Sue Young all
did an excellent job, and will
compete in the state meet to be
held
at
Northern
Illinois

University on Feb. 28 and March 1.
The leading performer was
Dieter, who placed second in the
all-around (25.26) and in the
uneven bars (5.33). She finished
third in three events: 5.80 in the
balance beam, 8.20 in floor
exercise and 5.93 in vaulting.
Leppert placed second m the
balance beam with a 6.23. She also
competed in the floor exercise with
a 7.36 and in vaulting with a 4.31.
Sue Young competed in vaulting,
balance beam and floor exercise
having respective scores of 5.23,
4.90 and 6.00.

Get together and get it on to some of the hottest
rock groups in the Chicago area at the Purple Carriage.

PURPLE CARRIAGE LOUNGE
proudly presents

Mason Proffit
Fri. & Sat., Feb. 21 & 22,9:30 p.m.

(

Tickets: $3.00 in Advance, $4.00 at the Door

Intramural
Notes
The Omega Knicks defeated the
Psi Marauders 48-28 behind Dave
Dickenschiedt’s 31 points, which
has the basketball season’s high
individual score.
The losers’ attack was paced by
Dave Bollweg and Steve Sandien
who each had 10 points.
Team records are: Sigma
Bullets 4-0, Omega Knicks and
Delta Demons 3-1, Sigma Hoopsters 2-2, and the Omega Orions
and Psi Marauders 0-4.
BOWLING
The Courier Crunchers in¬
creased their lead to two games by
taking three of four from the
Kappa Keglers, being paced by
Dan Veit and Steve Ettinger.
The Psi Marauders Dave
Bollweg had another 500+ series to
put him atop the league’s “Top
Ten,” with a 173 average.
Rounding out the top ten are
John Persons, PE Dept., 167
Steve Ettinger, Courier, 164
Gordy Kraft, Fuzz, 161; Mark
Lemley, Marauders, 159; Klaus
Wolff, Courier, 158; Ken Herout,
Omega, 155; Sevan Sarkisian, PE
Dept., 155; Dan Veit, Courier, 154;
and Darrell Yeoman, Fuzz, 152.
Team records are: Courier
Crunchers 12-4, The Fuzz 10-6,
Delta Dawn 9-7, Psi Marauders 8-8,
Omega Stars and Sexy Psi 7-9, PE
Dept. 6-10 and Kappa Keglers 5-11.

PURPLE CARRIAGE LOUNGE
106 SOUTH 1ST AVE. — ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS
On the east side of the Fox River, off North Avenue

Jim Croce Video Tape
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Thursday
Friday

9:00-2:00
Campus Center
T.B.A.
Psi Lounge, M bldg.
8:00-4:00
Kappa, M139
5:00-7:00
Delta, A1014
8:00-2:00
Delta, A1014
9:00-2:00
Campus Center
This tape may be used in
the classroom;
tor information,
call ext. 241-242.
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20-win season on line
when Chaps face Elgin

Tom Novak getting ready to take the big plunge. —Photo by Scott Burket

Unsinkable in state;
dual record at 9-0
The DuPage swim team kept its dual
meet record perfect at 9-0 by outswimming Lincoln 78-33 this past Friday.
The team was led by Bob Mikenas who
won three events: the 200-yard freestyle
with a 2:03, the 400-yard medley with a
4:15.6 and the 400-yard freestyle relay with
a 4:04.6.
Other participants in the 400-yard
medley were Jerry Homme, Ed Castens
and Eric Johnson. Also in the 400-yard
freestyle relay were Castens, Kurt Daill
and Louis Mills.
Daill also won two other events: the 50yard freestyle in 23.4 and the 500-yard
freestyle in 5:45. He qualified for nationals
in the 50-yard freeestyle. This makes him
the 12th DuPage swimmer to qualify for
nationals this year.

Johnson also won two events: He is the
team’s no. 1 backstroker and proved it by
winning the 200-yard backstroke in 2:18.8
and the 200-yard individual medley in
2:18.2. Like half the team, Johnson has
never swam competitively in high school.
Homme won the 200-yard fly in 2:15.
Randy Bladel, who is the newest ad¬
dition to the squad swam the 200-yard
backstroke in 2:42.2.
Kim Robbins won the one and threemeter diving events. Along with Robbins,
Gerry Petit and Terry Winn have also
qualified for nationals.
This Friday and Saturday at the Region
IV to be held at Lincoln, DuPage will at¬
tempt to repeat as state champs.
“There’s no way anyone can stop us,”
said Coach A1 Zamsky.

Sports Shorts Summaries
WRESTLING
The five-man DuPage wrestling squad
took a fourth in the Region IV finals held
this past Saturday with 49 points.
The top three were: Joliet 156%;
Blackhawk 134% and Triton 74%.
DuPage qualifiers for nationals were:
150-pound Jerry Pokomy and heavyweight
Jeff Gillman who took seconds and 177pound Ron Sheldon with a third.
TRACK
Despite running poor times, the DuPage
trackmen still had three placers in the 21team meet run this past Saturday at the
University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh.
The top five in each event were placers.
DuPage placers were: Rick Wallick, 600yard, 2:17.4 for a second; Ron Piro, mile,
4:26 for a fourth; and Mark Johnson, shotput, 44 feet, 11 inches for a fourth.
Wallick missed winning the 600 by onetenth of a second. A possible fourth placer,
Greg Malecha, who finished third in the
1,000-yard run was disqualified for
allegedly cutting off an Oshkosh runner.
They run the Region IV at Champaign
this Saturday at 3:30 p.m.

4>

BADMINTON
The Chapettes badminton team defeated
Sauk Valley 7-2 to bring their record to 3-1.
They won four of six singles matches
and all three doubles matches, winning all
their matches by lopsided margins.
Mary Ann Papanek won 11-3,11-3; Jean
Phillips won 11-2,11-1; Mona Condie won
11-1,11-1; and Peg Gaudin won 11-0,11-1.
The two losses were by Sue Skorepa 8-11,
2-11 and Carol Vokoun lost 9-11,11-4 and 211.
In their three doubles matches, CDs
Papanek and Phillips won 15-4, 15-7;
Condie and Gaudin won 15-1, 15-2; and
Vokoun and Skorepa won 15-0, 15-3.
This was Skorepa’s first action since her
knee injury and she played very well.
Today they play in the nationals at
Western Illinois University.

BASEBALL
There will be a baseball meeting
Tuesday, Feb. 25 at 2 p.m. in K127. See
Persons in K147A.

COLLEGE OF DuPAGE
22nd Street and Lambert Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
Glen Ellyn, III.
Permit No. 164
BULK RATE

By Dave Heun
If there is one goal the Chaparral cagers
would like to achieve, it would have to be a
20-win season. Coach Dick Walters is
pushing for this goal, too. It would be his
fifth consecutive 20-win season as a head
coach, four straight here and one at
Winston Churchill JC.
The Chaps took big strides toward
sealing that goal this past week. They
chalked up two more wins, raising their
record to 19-6, with one game left on the
regular season tonight at Elgin.
The two victories were achieved against
Olive Harvey, 84-71, and Harper CC by a
64-51 count.
Top play maker, Larry Rogowski, lost
track of time Thursday and missed the
team bus to Olive Harvey. His partner in
the back court, Mike Ellis, worked a
double shift of a sort in his absence.
Ellis threw in 24 points, and passed for
eight assists. He also found enough energy
to snare 11 rebounds from his guard
position.
The Panthers used a full court press the
entire game, and the Chaps had to work
hard to bring the ball into their half of the
court. The pressing tactics helped keep the
Panthers in the game at halftime. The
Chaps held a slim 35-31 lead at the half.
The overall depth and strength of the
Chaps prevailed in the end, as they rolled
on to the 84-71 win.
Bob Folkerts was the big man on the
boards in the contest, grabbing a game
high 14 rebounds.
The win over the Harper Hawks in
Arlington Heights Saturday night was
highlighted by the return of Rogowski to
the starting line up.
Rogowski was brilliant, in his ball¬
handling, passing, shooting and defensive
work.

Rogowski’s penetration to the basket
left other teammates wide open for easy
shots. Rogowski’s pull up jumpers from
the outside drew the defense out to him,
leaving his taller teammates open un¬
derneath. In other words he was driving
the Hawks crazy with his shot and pass
selection.
The Hawks tried a stall midway through
the first half. The Chaps were playing a
zone defense at the time, and the Hawks
didn’t want any part of it. The stall went on
for nearly four minutes, then an errant
pass finally ended it. The Hawks went into
another stall, this one lasting nearly three
minutes, when the Chaps suddenly
switched to a man-to-man, forcing another
turnover.
With all the stalling going on, the Chaps
had to settle for a 24-17 lead at the half.
Rogowski banged in two long jumpers,
then fed a wide open Mike Ellis under
. the hoop for an easy lay up. He drove to the
basket, drew a crowd and dumped a pass
off to Scott Daum underneath. Daum was
fouled and added the two free throws.
The rest of the game was marred by
constant fouling and all around sloppy
play.
Bob Folkerts led the scoring with 13
points, while Ellis and Rogowski added 12
apiece. Scott Daum was the high
rebounder with 11. Hawk Chris Mielke was
the games high scorer with 17 points.
Harper Coach Roger Bechtold said his
team faced both Triton and DuPage over
the weekend and he feels they are about
equal as far as talent goes.
“Triton may have the edge on
quickness, but DuPage has the depth and
variety on their offense,” said Bechtold.
Coach Walters agreed, saying, “Our
depth helps us greatly. It will really be one
of our keys in the state tournament.”

Gymnasts vault past 7 teams
in Invitational; eye nationals
By Steve Conron
“We don’t know what the competition
will be like. We just have to hit all our sets
and hope that we’re judged fairly,” ap¬
praised an optimistic C/D gymnastics
coach Dave Webster, when asked about
his team’s chances in the Nationals to be
held in Miami on March 7 and 8.
Coach Webster had just been carried on
his team’s shoulders over to accept their
first place trophy for winning the Triton
Invitational, consisting of seven different
schools. The Chaparrals finished first or
second in all six team events.
The Chaps finished with an impressive
161.45, while easily defeating Cuyhoga
Community College 138.50, and the
University of Wisconsin at Whitewater
129.90. Other competing teams included
Geore Williams, Triton, University of
Wisconsin at Parkside and the University
of Chicago, finishing in that order.
Individually the Chaps took first in three

events, second place in three events and
five third places to help bring 10 gym¬
nastics medals back to Glen Ellyn with
the team trophy.
Scott Reid again led the way, winning
the vaulting event, 8.85, placing second on
high bar 7.0, and third on the still rings,
7.95. Scott also finished second in the all
around competition, 39.65, being edged out
by Cuyhoga’s Joe Gura 42.65.
Other Chap stars included Mark Schludt
who won the free exercise event with an
8.2 and placed.third in vaulting 8.25; Sal
Rizzo who placed third on parrallel bars
8.15, fourth on still rings 7.8, and fifth in
free exercise 7.05; Mark Marinello won
the high bar event 8.05, while side horse
specialists Dave Yedinak 6.4 and Chuck
Grey 5.8 finished in third and fourth spots
on the pommel horse. Jerry Folta placed
third in free exercise 7.85 and fourth on the
trampoline 7.95.
The Chaps next meet is in the CD gym
against Triton on Friday, Feb. 21 at 3 p.m.

CD fires 24-goal broadside
against trio of opponents
Triggered by the newly formed line of
Steve Bradley, Mike Broderick and Larry
DiMaggio the DuPage hockey team shot
down the opposition as they won three
games this past week to raise their record
to 8-2-1.
The skaters defeated Michigan Tech 131, Harper 7-2 and Triton 4-2.
The line of Broderick, DiMaggio and
Bradley was formed last week as Carmine
Furio was displaced by Broderick.
The trio had six goals and six assists
against Madison Tech, three goals and
three assists against Harper and one goal
and three assists against Triton.
This gave them a fantastic total of 10
goals and 12 assists in the three games!
None of the games were close as
evidenced by the times df the winning
goals.
Against Madison Tech, which is the only
out-of-state team with which CD has no

trouble, the winning goal came at 14:24 of
the first period by Bradley from
Broderick.
The winner against Harper came at 7:43
of the first period from Mike Kelly on an
assist by Rich Wesolek. The winner
against Triton was scored at 16:06 of the
second period by. John Ogden from Paul
Gossman and Kelly.
But the excitement was yet to come!
With 15 seconds left in the second period
of the Triton game, Bradley swatted at a
loose puck in front of the cage. As the
whistle blew Bradley backed off, but
nevertheless Triton’s Seidel stuck his stick
in Bradley’s face.
Bradley immediately dropped his gloves
and according to Coach Herb Salberg beat
up his opponent pretty good. For this bit of
action, Bradley, who is the team’s leading
penalty getter, was suspended for today’s
game against Morton.

